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ABSTRACT 

This report describes a study of the following K- p reactions at 

1.15 Bev/c: 

K- + p- K- + p 

- K
0 

+n 

Cross sections for each of these reactions and angular distributions for 

the elastic and charge-exchange scatters are presented. From the 
0 analysis of the K- p 1r events, we obtained the cross section for the 

- ::c..., 
reaction K + p ....,. K *- 0 + p , with the K decaying into K- + 1T • Com-

::c_ 
K- + p - K + p followed by bining this eros s section with that for 

:*.,. 0 -
K - K + TI , we find a value of 0 .. 5±0.2 for the branching ratio, 

{K>:<- -. K- + TI
0 )j(K>:<_ ._ K0 +.1r-) .. This value substantiates the earlier 

... :.:c 

preliminary result of isotopic spin l/2 for the K re.sonarice. 
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L .INTRODUCTION 

During the Fall of 1958, the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 1 s 

15-in, hydrogen bubble chamber was exposed to a separated beam of 

Ll5-Bev/c K- mesons, A systematic study was undertaken of the in

teractions produced by the approximately 100,000 K- mesons that entered 

the bubble chamber, . Partial results of this study are contained in ref

erences 1 through 4, In this paper, we present data for the following 

reactions: 

K~ + p ~- K"" + p 
~ +n -<>K 

- K + p + 'TTO 

.--K-+'TT++n 

- Ko -+ n. + ,_o ,' 
These reactions can appear as either v0 zero-prong or as two

prong events {see Figs, . 1 and 2), Unfortunately~ a relatively large 
., 

number of other reactions can produce these two configurations, Section 

IV describes the separation of these KN and KN'TT events from the events 

produced by other reactions_ and the corrections required to remove 

certain biases from_ the data, 

The cross sections for the above five reactions and angular dis

tributions for the first two reactions are presented in Section V, Also, 

information obtained from our KNn events on the _spin and isotopic spin 

* 3 of the K resonance is presented in that section, 

Section HI contains a brief descriptio:q of the K- beam and a 

discussion of the scanning, measuring, and kinematical analysis of our 

bubble-chamber events, 
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(a) (b) (c) 

MU-26177 

Fig. 1. Illustrations of (a) v 0 
two-prong, (b) two-prong, and 

(c) yO zero-prong event types. 
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ZN-3090 

Fig. 2 Bubble-chamber picture showing a two-prong event. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A. The K- Beam 

The K- beam used in this experiment has been describedin de

tail elsewhere;
5

• 
6 

thus we will only summarize some of its more' im

portant characteristics. A schematic drawing of the beam is shown in 

Fig. 3, The be.am was designed to accept negatively charged particles 

from the Bevatron in the momentum interval from J 155 to 1185 Mev I c; 

in traveling from the Bevatron to the bubble chamber, the momentum of 

these particles was reduced by approximately 20 Mev I c. Two stages of 

electrostatic separation were used to separate the K- mesons from the 

other particles in the beam. 

A preliminary analysis of the ratio of ;r to K- mesons was made 

by searching for incident tracks that interacted in the bubble chamber 

and which had a o ray with energy greater than 5.83 Mev. These tracks 

must be n- mesons, since the maximum .o-ray energy that a L15-Bevlc 

K- meson can produce is S.En Mev. The results were that the ratio of 

iT to K- was either 50± 18o/o or 8 ±Jlo/o depending onhow we chose to 
5 

operate the beam. The purpose ofthe s-oo/o ;r- -to-K- operating condition 

was to increase the K-- meson flux, 

To determine the collimation of the beam K- mesons, we analyzed 

our 'T decay events. In approximately 93% of these events, . the direction 

of the incident K- meson was within ± 2.4 deg in azimuth and ±2.4 deg in 

_dip of a certain fixed direction in space (approximately the average di

rection of our 'T mesons). Therefore, by requiring that the incident 

track of an interaction be within ±2.4- deg in azimuth and dip of this di

reCtion, we were .able to reduce the number of eve_nts producedby :IT

mesons and K- mesons that had scattered in the beam. In the analysis 

of our K-p elastic scatters- (discus sed later in this paper), the smaller 

of the n- -to-K- ratios was calculated for the particles that satisfied 

this beam criterion. 
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. 15" .HYDROGEN BUBBLE 
CHAMBER 

FOCUSING 
BENDING 
MAGNET 

SLITI 

QUADRUPOLE 
FOCUSING 
f0AGNETS 

··.·, 

Fig;· 3. Sch~matic drawing of th.'e K"' b~am used in this 
experiment. , ; · · · · · · · · · 



The average momentum and momentum spread of the K- mesons 

was determined by studying our K f.Lz decays in which the muon stopped, 

Since the direction of a particle can be measured very accurately in a 

bubble chamber, and because for these events the momentum of the 

muon can be precisely determined from its range, we can calculate the 

momentum of the incident K- meson with an error of only about 5 Mev/c. 

We had 46 decays in which a muon stopped; three of these did not satisfy 

our angle criterion for beam tracks, The average momentum for the 

remaining 43 decays was 1150 ±3 Mev/c and the spread was ±20 Mev/c, 

after unfolding experimental errors, This analysis of our beam mo

mentum has been discussed thoroughly by Wojcicki, 
6 

B. Pcrocessing of Data 

Each bubble chamber picture was scanned twice for incident 

tracks that interacted or decayed, The purpose of the second scan was 

both to find events missed on the first scan and to enable us to estimate 

the number of events that were missed on both scans. Since it is dif

ficult to determine on.the scanning table whether the incident track of 

an event would satisfy our angle criterion, we retained all interactions 

and decays in which the incident particle was within approximately 

±5.0 deg in azimuth and dip of the beam direction. The remaining non

beam events were eliminated after the events were measured. Also, 

the events were examined by the scanner to determine whether they 

were within a specified fiducial volume defined by using the optical 

markers on the top glass as reference points .. Events outside of this 

volume are usually difficult to analyze and were therefore rejected. 

Unfortunately, at this momentum it is impossible to determine 

by visual inspection the reaction that produced .an event; the ev~nt must 
. . ' ( . . . . . 

be:'Jitted to the possible interpretations before the correct one can be 

determined, Thus, during the scanning no effort was made to identify 

the reaction that produced an event. Instead, each event was placed 

according to its topology into one of eight classifications, called event 

types. Some of these event types are illustrated in Fig .. l. 
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From the four available bubble-chamber pictures of an inter-

action, we selected for each track of an event the two views that would 

:.give the most accurate spatial reconstruction of the track. A projection 

microscope, called Franckenstein, 7 was used. to obtain .the film coordinates 

of several points on each track in the two views selected. 

PANG, a program for the I, B~ M; 704,, utilized these film co

ordinates to reconstruct each of the tracks in space. 
8 

Using the event 

type of the interaction, PANG assigned masses to the particles that pro

duced the tracks. The momentum and space angles, along with their 

errors, were then calculated for each particle. 

A program, KICK, 9 used the data provided by PANG on a given 

event to perform a least-squares fit to .each of the possible interpretations 

for this event. It used the four energy-momentum conservation equations 

as the constraints. For each hypothesis, KICK calculated th.~x 2, the fitted 

momenta and angles for the particles, and the errors on the fitted data. 

If the incident particle in a given hypothesis was a K- meson, then 

before it performed the fit KICK would average the momentum obtained 

from PANG with 1150 :i: 20 1\.1ev/c. This was done, because the error 

on the measured momentum of a 1 Bev / c particle is frequently quite 
2 

large. A given interpretation was rejected if its X value corresponded 

to a probability of less than lo/o. 

A program named EXAMIN was written to perform special 

calculations on the fitted data from KICK. Since the calculations per

formed by E~AMIN depend upon the event ~y.pe, we will discuss them 

in the section on the analysis of the data. 



C. The K- Pathlength 

The total· K- pathlengtn for this experiment was calculated from 

the number of· K- decays which >had a decay angle in the laboratory 

system greater than 4 de g. The method used for this analysis is dis-

d 1 6 .. . f cusse · e sewhere. The cross sechon for one ·event in our entire ilm 

sample was found to be 12,2 f.Lb. In the restricted film sample for which 

the n- -to-K- ratio was 8±11%, one event corresponded to 30.3f.Lb, 

Errors associated with the above two numbers are not given because 

they are insignificant compared to the errors associated with the number 

of interactions, 
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ANALYSIS OF EVENTS 

~n and ~:h'TTO Events 

0 The followi'ng reactions can produce a V zero-prong configur-

ation in a hydrogen bubble chamber: 

K - Ko . {1) + p- + n 
0 

-K+n+TI 
0 (2) 

0 0 f 
.. '., ... , 

(3) - K + n + 2TI 

-Afa'TT 
0 

a~ 1 (4) 
0 0 

~ 1 (5) -:I: +a 'TT a 
0 

(6) 'TT + p.- K +A 

Since v0 zero-pron~ events with a very short v0 can be mis

taken for two-prong events and are difficult to analyze, we adopted a 
0 ·. 

cutoff length of 0.4 em and rejected all events in which the V traveled 

less than this distance in the chamber, In addition, the events in which 

the v 0 
decayed outside of our fiducial volume were eliminated, since it 

0 is very difficult to analyze the decay of the V for these events. In 

calculating the cross sections and angular distributions, corrections 

were made for the v 0 events in which the v 0 decayed out~ide of our 

fiducial volume or within 0.4 em of the point of production. 

To separate the· K0 events from the A events, we fitted the 
o ·o 

V to both the K and the A decay hypotheses. In addition, we 

examined the ionization of the positive .track and checked to see if the 

fitted data on the K0 and A interpretations were within the kinematical 

limits for the production processes. This procedure always enabled us 

to distinguish between the two decay hypotheses for an event. 

In our entire film sample we have approximately 350 v 0 
zero-

prong events; in 133 of these the v 0 was found to be a K 0 decay. We 

fitted each of these K0 events to a K·- + p _.,. ·Ko + n interpretation, 

using the direction and momentum for the K0 obtained from the decay fit.· 

Reactions (2) and (3) cannot be fitted, since they have more than one 

missing neutral track. However, we did calculate for each event the 

mass, M , ·of the missing neutral-particle system 
m 
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2 {P p )2 - M ) - - -
p K° K 

. A typical error for M would be about 20 Mev. If an event we.re due to 
m 

reaction {2)r.o!r {3), then M would have to be greater than or equal to ~ 
m 0 

the mass of a neutron, M , plus the mass of a 'TT meson, M . One 
. - n 'TT 

hundred seven of the K0 events fitted reaction {1), and for each of these 

events M was less than M + M , indicating that they could. not be due 
m n 'TT . 

to reactions (2) and (3). Twenty-six events did not fit hypothesis {1), 

and M for all of these events was greater than M + M . ·Thus we m · n 'TT 

were able to separate the events produced by reaction (1) from those 

due to reactions. (2) and (3). A histogram of M for the. 133 K 0 events 
m 

is shown in Fig. 4. 
. 0 . . 

We probably do not have any K ze.ro-prong events produced by 

reaction (3), since in our KO two-prong events we have n.o examples 
- 0 +- - 0 +-of the reactions K + p - K + n + n + n and K + p - K + p + 'TT + 'TT 

Also, sin:Ce:we have onlyt.wo. events due to reaction (b) in wh~C:h two v0 

decays are visible, we1probahly have no more than.one or two examples 
• 0 . . 

of reaction (6) among our K zero-prong events. Thus almost all of our 
-c) . . 
K zero-prong events are due to reactions {l) and (2), 107 being produced 

by reaction (l) and 26 by reaction (2). 
. 0 0 0 . 

To obtain the total number of K N and K N 'TT events produced, 

we used our . EXAMIN program to calculate.for each event the proba

bility p that the K 0 would decay by the charged mode within our fiducial 

volume and have traveled more than 0.4 em. Each .event was then weighed 

by 1/p. We did not have to make any correction for events missed on the 
·0 ·. . 

two scans, because the scanning efficiency for the V events that we 

accepted is very nearly lOOo/o • 

. Summing the weights for the events,. we found that we had 432 K~ 
and 106 K 0 N 'TTO events. .A histogram for the angular distribution.of the 

. K~ events (including the 1/p correction factors) is given in _Fig. 5. 
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64 

Missing mass ( Mev) 
MU-25000 

Fig. 4. Mass of the missing-neutral system for the K0 

zero-prong events. The dotted line on the left 
(at 940 Mev) represents th~~xpected value .of 
the missing mass for the KON events. The 
dotted line on the right (at lO~W Mev) represents 
the lower limit of the missing mass for KNTT events. 
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least- squares fit of the data to the first five 
Legendre polynomials. 
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B. Two- Prong Events 

The analysis of our two-prong events is complicated because of 

the relatively large number of reactions that can produce this configura

tion. At our energy of 1.15 Bev/c, the following reactions can appear 

as two-prong events (Fig. 1) in a hydrogen bubble chamber: 

(7} 

(8} 

- K- + 11 + + n (9) 

- 11- + p + K0 (10) 

- ~" + "+ + (~0 ( 11} 

(12) 

- K .t, N ± 211 ( 13} 

11 + p -7T +p {14) 

(15} + p + 
0 

-7T 7T 

-7T -+TI++n ( 16) 

- N + 311 ( 1 7) 

at this Unfortunately, if an event fits a given K- hypothesis 

momentum, it :will usually fit also the corresponding 11 hypothesis, 

a K- + p - K- + p + 11° reaction will ordinarily give a satisfactory X 

i.e. 
2 

0 . 
to the n + p - 11 + p + 11 hypothes1s. Moreover, the ambiguity cannot 

be resolved by inspecting the ionization ,of the, outgoing particles, since 

the momentum of the negative track is usually in the region where both 



TT and K- are minimum-ionizing. To reduce this difficulty,. we decided 

to analyze the two-prong events only in the film sample in which the ratio 

of incident iT- to K- particles was 0.08±0.11. . This film sample, 

representing approximately 40o/o of our data, contained about 900 two

prong. events. 

We fitted each of these events to interpretations (7) through (11) 

and (14) through (16). The remaining reactions had two missing neutral 

tracks, and therefore could not be fitted. Since the fits to the elastic 

hypotheses (7) and (14) normally have four constraining equations, it is 

highly improbable that an inelastic event would fit an elastic interpretation. 

'First, the two outgoing tracks would have to be coplanar with the in-

cident track. This is very unlikely because the coplanarity at an event 

can be accurately checked (azimuth and dip errors for a typical track 

would be about Oo2 deg.) In addition to this, the event would have to 

satisfy the other three constraining equations 0 Accordingly the events 

were divided into two groups, elastic and inelastic, depending on whether 

they did or did not fit an elastic interpretation. Using this method to 

classify our reactions, we found approximately 600 elastic and 300 

inelastic events 0 

For 29 of the 300 events that were classified .as inelastic events, 

. the momentum of one of the outgoing tracks was unmeasurable. These 

are primarily short tracks from evehts that occurred near one of the 

edges of the bubble chamber picture .. Since these 29 events could not be 

fitted and were not biased with respect to the reaction that produced them, 

they were treated as unmeasurable inelastic events. m addition, 12 

events were unmeasurable because of poor film quality or difficulties 

with the bllllbble chamber. All of the cross sections for the two-prong 

events have been corrected to take into account these two groups of un

measurable events. 
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1, Elastic Events 

The scanning efficiency for the elastic events depends upon the 

laboratory scattering angle and the orientation of the plane of the event. 

For scattering angles larger than 5 deg, our detection efficiency is 

very nearly lOOo/o, regardless of the orientation of the scattering plane. 

Below 5 deg, the detection efficiency has a strong dependence on both 

the scattering angle and the plane of the event. Therefore. we applied 

a cutoff angle and analyzed only the events with a scattering angle in the 

laboratory system greater than 10 deg. This corresponds to a recoil 

proton with a .2.5-cm range and to a case of 0.95 in the center-of-mass 

system. 

The elimination of the events with .cos () > 0. 95 left us with 511 

events that fitted the K-p elastic hypothesis and 44 events that fitted 

oh1y the n-p interpretation. Most of the 511 events that fitted the K-p 

elastic hypothesis also fitted the TT interpretation. Therefore, to de

termine the numbe~ of K-p events, we had to estimate the number of 

n-p even~s that fitted the K-p interpretation. 

To obtain an estimate of the total number of TT elastic events, 

we examined the elastic scatters with cos e <- 0.3. Here e is the angle, 

in the Kp (or np) center-of-mass system, between the incident and final 

directions of the negative particle. In this cosine interval, the kine

matics of the two reactions are sufficiently distinct so that none of these 

events fitted both 1T and K- elastic interpretations. Nine of the 75 events 

withcose <- 0.3 fittedthe n-phypothesis. 

·Using the fitted data on our elastic two-prong events, we found 

that the lower limit for the momentum spectrum of our TT contamination 

was approximately 700 Mev/c. The upper limit was about 1150 Mev/c, 

since our beam would not accept a particle with a momentum larger than 

this. Fortunately, the angular distribution for 1T-p 'elastic scattering 

has been measured ~t 680, 9 730, 9 740,
10 

785,
10 

850, 9 880, 9 939,
11 

1000,
12 

1030, 9 1045, ll and 1150 Mev/c. 9 Using these angular distri

butions, we were able to estimate the value of R, the ratio of the number 

of events with cos e <- 0. 3 to the number with cos e ~ 0. 95, for each of 



the nine momenta .at which the n-p two-prong events occurred .. The 

ratio. R varies quite slowly in this momentum intervaL(O.l5 ~R ~0.30). 

Using these ratios,. we es1l:imated that there were 38 ± 14 n-p elastic 

events with cos e.~ 0.95. In a similar manner, we estimated 46±16 for 

the total number of n-p elastic events. 

Forty-four of our two-prong elastic .events fitted only the n-p 

interpretation. However, some ofthese 44 events are probably Kp 

elastic reactions which failed to fit the. Kp elastic .hypothesis because 

they were produced by a low-momentum incident· K meson. (As 

mentioned earlier, the measured momentum of the incident particle was 

averaged with U50±20 Mev/c for the K= but not the n- interpretation). 

From the study of our T decays, we estimate that in about 2. 5o/o (or 

ll ±5 events} of the K-p elastic events the momentum of the incident 

K- meson was low enough so that the event would not fit a K~ p elastic 

interpretation. Thus approximately 11±5 of these 44 events are .actually 

K- p elastic scatters .. Since we expect 38±14. np elastic scatters, only 

5±15 of the events that fitted the K- p interpretation are n :p elastic 

. scatters. Thus our 'IT- contamination is quite small (1±3o/o) and we shall 

neglect it in the discussions which follow. Table I summarizes the 

breakdown of the elastic events . 

. Figure 6 ~how·s the angular distribution for the events that fitted 

the K-p elastic-scattering interpretation. 

..... 
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a 
Table L Summary of elastic events 

Total elastic scatters 

Elastic scatters which fit .the K- p hypothesis 

Elastic scatters which fit only the 1T- p hypothesis 

Low-energy K- p elastic scatters which fit only the 

1T p interpretation 
-

11 p elastic scatters 

1T p elastic scatters which fit the K-p elastic-scattering 

interpretation 

aEvents with cos 8 > Oo 95 are not included in this table 

20 Two-Prong Inelastic Events 

555 

511 

44 

11±5 

38±14 

5±15 

Analysis of inelastic events is more difficult than that of elastic 

reactions, since more interpretations are possible, and the fits to these 

interpretations have only one independent constraining equationo An 

inelastic event, since it has only one const:raiht;, will usually fit more 

than one interpretation" However, more information can be obtained 

about an event by looking at the ionization of the outgoing trackso If the 

momentum of the positive track is below 800 Mev/c, we can ordinarily 

distinguish a 1T + meson from a proton by the ionization of the tracko For 

a negative track wi,th momentum up to approximately 400 Mev/c, we can 

usually distinguish a 11- meson from a K- mesono Unfortunately, even· 

after the inclusion of the information obtained from the ionization of 

the outgoing tracks, it is still impossible to decide upon an unambiguous 

interpretation for most of the inelastic events 0 The addition of the 

ionization data, however, .does enable us to separate the inelastic two

prong events into two groups, group P and group 1T +, depending on 

whether the positive track is a proton (group P) or a n+ meson (group .1T +)o 

Thus the events due to reactions (8), (10), and (15) are in group P, while 

events due to reactions (9), (ll), (12), and {16) are in group n+o 
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To obtain the cros·s section for a given reaction, we must be able 

to estimate- the number of events due to the other reactions in the same 

group. Accordingly, the following method is used to determine the cross 

sections for reactions (8) and (9): 

1, We remove from group P_the events that do not give a satisfactory 

·fit to either hypothesis (8) or (15), From group r/ we remove the events 

for which neither hypothesis (9) nor (16) yield a satisfactory fit. 

2. In additionto producing inelastic two-prong events, reactions (10), 
D 0 

(11), and (12) also <produce Y two-prong events, These Y two-prong 

events are much less difficult to analyze than the inelastic two-prong 

events, and they have beer: studied in detail. 
2

• 
3 

The data on these v 0 

two-prong' events are used to determine the number of events remaining 

in group P due to reaction (10) and the number remaining in group 11+ 

dueto reactions (11) and (12)._ 

3, The number of 71-p elastic scatters is used to estimate the 

number of events in group P due to reaction (15) arid the number in group 

rr +due to reaction (16), 

4. Finally, we estimate the number of events in the two groups due to 

reactions other than (8) through (12) and (14) through (16). 

Table II shows the results of step 1 on the two groups .. 

Step 2 was perfor.med by taking our y 0 two-prong events, dis

regarding the data on the Y0 , and fitting the event to the two-prong 

interpretations [reactions (7) through (12) and (14) through (16}]. For 

each Y
0 

two-prong event that gives a satisfactory fit to one of the 

reactions (8}, (9), (15), ~nd (1.6), there will be C(1-p)/p two-prong 

events in group 1T+ ·or group P due to reactions (10) through (12). Here 

p is the probability of detecting a given event, which takes account both 

of the neutral decay mode of the Y01 s as well as the escape probability. 

The factor C is the ratio of the number of K- decays in the reduced 

film sample (1T- contamination is 0. 08±0 .11 o/o) to the total number of K-
0 decays. That is, C corrects for the fact that these Y two~prong events 

were taken from the whole film sample, whereas thetwo-prong events were 
~ . ' 

not. By this method we concluded that 47±7 of the events in group P were 

due to reaction (1) and 54±8 in g~oup rr +were due to reactions {11) and (12). 
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To estimate the number of n +.p- n + p + rr
0 

events in group 
- - + + P, and of rr + p ,_ rr + rr + n in group n (step 3), we used the number 

of rr..;p elastic. scatters obtained in the analysis of the two-prong elastic 
0 - - + events. The cross sections for '!T + p,- rr + p + rr and TT + p- rr + TT +n 

. have been measured at only two points in the momentum spectrum of our 

incident rr- mesons. Cross sections for '!T- elastic scattering and for 

the above two reactions have been measured by Baggett
12 

at 0.939 Bev/c 

and by Delano and Schrnidt
13 

at 1.0 Bev/c. The followingratios were 

calculated from their results: 

+ Table II. :Separation of two-prong inelastic events into groups P and .'!T 

Events 

Events 

Events 

Events 

Group 

in each group 100 

in group P(group rr +) which fitted 

either reaction (8) or (15) 94 

in group + P (group TI ) which fitted 

reaction (8) l (9)] 47 

in group P (group rr +) which fitted 

reaction (15) [ (16 ) ] but not ( 8) [ ( 9)] 47 

- - + (rr p - TT TT n) 
V 2 = (rr-p - n-p) 

= 0.30±0.04 at 0.939 Bev/c 
= 0: 24±0~06 at LO Bev /t 

= 0. 76±0.06 at 0.939 Bev/c 
= 0.47±0.11 at 1.0 Bev/c. 

p Group rr + 

160 

154 

76 

78 

Multiplying the value of V 
1 

and V 2 , measured at 0.939 Bev/c, by the 

total number of elastic rr-p events, we obtained 11±5 and 22±9 as the 

number of rr- prr0 and rr-rr+n events, respectively. Using instead V 
1 

- 0 - + and V 2 measured at LO Bev/c, we obtained 14±5 rr p1T and 35±12,. 1T n 

events. Since the two estimates for the reactions are approximately with

in each others\'· errors, we calculated their average and used these averages 

(12±5 and 27±8) for the number of events in groups P and ,. + due to the 
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reactions - - 0 - - + 11 p - 11 p 11 apd 11 + p - 11 + 11 + n. Most of our rr-p 

events are in the momentum interval from 850 to 10 50 Mey / c, and 

therefore these averages should, rep,resent a reasonably accurate estimate 

for the number of 11 inelastic events. 

Finally (step 4), we had to consider whether ther.e was any signifi

cant contamination in groups P and rr + due to ,special conf~gurations of 

other reactions. Possible candidates are: 

I:±11 + (TI0 ) with the I:± decaying outside of the 

chamber 

I:d::n + (n°) with a small-angle l:: decay 

A + nn° n :;::. 1 with a very short A 

'EO + n 11° n :;::. 1. with a yery short A 

K0n · {1T
0 ) with a very short K0 . 

( 18) 

{ 19) 

{20) 

{21) 

{22) 

{23) 

These six categories represent special cases of reactions which 

we have analyzed previously (Ref 4 and Sectrons1 IIA and B). Using 

approximately the same method as in step 2, we were able to estimate 
. . . + . 

the number of two-prong events in groups P and n due to reactions {18) 

through {23). We estimated that 4±2 events in group P an.d 8±3 in group 

n+ are examples of reaction (18), the contamination due to the other 
' . 

five reactions was found to.be negligible. 

The number of events due to reaction (13) is probably negligible, 

since in the entire film sample we have only one example of the reaction 
- .· - + - 0 K + p- K + p + 11 + n and no examples, among.our V two-pr'ong 

- 0 - + -events, of the reactions K + p - K + p + n + n or K + p -
0 + - 3 

K +nt11 +n. 

Thus the total number of events due to reactions other than {8) 

through {12) and {14) through {16) is 4±2 for group P and 8±3 for group n. 
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Table III contains a summary of the inelastic two-prong data. 

There' are 94 events in group P .. Of these events 47±7 are· due to reaction 
.. ·~ ~ .. . . . . .. . . 

(10) (K n p); · 17±8 are produced by reaction {15), and 4±2 are due to 

contaminating reactions. ThJ.s· of the 94 events in group P, 30±13 must 

be due to reaction (8}. In a similar manner (see Table IV), we find that 

65±15 of the 156 events iri group TT+ are produced b'y reaction (9). 

From Table II we can see that 7 8 of the 156 events in group TT + 

are not consistent with a K- n+ n interpretation. (They are of course 

consistent with a TT-TT+n interpretation.) Thus the 65±15 K-n+n events 

must be contained in the remaining 76 events. Similarly, the 30±13 

K- pn° events are c~ntained in 4 7 of the 94 events in group P. Therefore 

these 76 and 47 events form a reasonably pure sample for the - + K n n 
- 0 .and K pn reactions, respectively. 

Table IlL Summary of inelastic two-prong data 

Events in each group 

Everits in Group P( group n +) which 

· fitted reacticm (8}l (9)] 
. . + 

Events 1n Group P(.,$roup Ti ) due to reacti'on 

(11) [ (1'2) and (13)] 

nr1N events -in each group 

Non-two-prong events in groups p and TT+ 
- 0 - + + K pn (K TT n) events in grou·p P( group TT ) 

Group P 
94±10 

47±7 

47±7 

13±5 

4±2 

30±13 

Group n+ 
154±13 

76±9' 

54'±8 \ 

27±8' 

8±3 

65±15 

·• 
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Table IV. Angular distribution of ~ fitted to f(8)=l: A eof'ne 
n n 

Order 
Value of A Degrees of 

Probability 2f 
n 2 exceeding X 

of fit Ao Al Az A3 A4 A5 A freedom X (%) 6 -- --
3 o.za- -0.11 1.08 1.01 6 28.8 1 

±0.09 ±0.32 :!.0.40 ±0.62 

4 0.46 -0.19 -1.15 1.00 3.29 5 ZZ.l 1 
±0.12 ±0.33 :1:(). 9 3 ±0.64 :!::1.27 

N 

5 0.41 -1.67 -0.26 9.50 1.92 -9.21 4 3.1 55 w 
I 

±0.09 ±0.44 ±0. 75 ±2.06 ±1.02 ::2.11 

6 0.38 -1.61 0.54 9.01 0.38 -8.75 1.28 3 3.0 40 
:10.11 ±0.43 :1:1.73 ::1:2.12 %5.85 . ±2.18 .:!:4.99 



IV. RESULTS 

A. ~n and K- p Reactions 

Figure 6 shows the angular distribution for the events that fitted 
·. ~ 

the reaction K- + p- K + n. We fitted this distribution .to <7 power series 

in cos 8. Reference 15 describes the method and the IBM 650 program 

used to perform the fits. Table IV lists, for each of the fits, the X 
2 

value, 

the probability that a x 2 
as large as this would have occurred, and the 

. 5 . 
values of the coefficients of the polynomials. A cos 8 term seems to be 

both necessary and sufficient to fit the angular distribution. The curve 

for the n = 6 fit, normalized to the total number of events, is plotted 

with the histogram for the angular distribution in Fig. 5.· The cross 

. section for the reaction K- + p- K 0 + n at this energy is· 5. 3±0,5 mb. 

Figure 6 contains the center of mass angular distribution for the 

K- + p - K- + p reaction. This distribution was also fitted to a power 

series in cos 8, The order of the fit, the values of the coefficients of 

the polynomials, the chi-square, the probability that a chi-square as 
. 0 

large as this would have occured, and the value of da /dr.l at 0 are 

given in Table V for each of the fits. Here again n = 6 appears to be 

necessary to fit the angular distribution. The curve ·shown in Fig> 11:. 

represents then= 6 fit. The point at cos 8 = 1.0 (lLO±LO mb/sr) 

represents the square of the imaginary part of the forward scattering 

amplitude, This was calculated from the total cross section at this 

energy {see end of Section IV) using the optical theorem. 

To obtain the total number of K=p elastic scatters, we integrated 

the fitted curve (n = 6) from cos 8 = = LO to cos 8 = 1.0 and made a 

small correction for the unmeasurable events. The K-p elastic scat

tering cross section .is 18.3 ± 1, 5 mb. 
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Table V. Elastic-scattering angular distribution forK -p fitted to 

fU~) = ~A cosne 
n n 

Value of A da/dn Degrees . Probability 
Order 

n 
at 0 deg of of exceeding 

Ao Al Az A3 A As A6 
A. 2 

of fit 4 7 (mb/sr) freedom X ' X 2 (o/o) 
-- --

3 0.10 -0.01 l. 35 1.31 6.5±.3 9 33.2 1 
±0.02 ±0.08 ±0.10 ±0.16 

4 0.15 -0.19 0.36 l. 78 1.53 8:8±. 7 8 13.5. 9 
±0.04 ±0.09 ±0.28 ±0.19 ±0.35 

5 0.16 -0.01 0.14 0.54 1.85 l. 38 10.1±1.0 7 9.6 21 
±0.03 ±0.12 ±0.25 ±0.63 ±0.38 ±0. 70 

6 0.14 0.03 0.50 0.27 0.37 1.66 1.32 10.9±1.4 6 9.0 17 g 

±0.03 ±0.13 ±0.51 ±0.70 ±1.84 ±0.79 ±1.65 
:['4 
U1 

7 0.14 -0.09 0.58 1.84 -0.53 -2.91 1. 74 3.51 12.2±1.9 5 8.1 15 
±0.03 ±0.19 ±0.51 ±1.84 ±1.86 ±0.50 ±1.68 ±3.81 



B. KN•' Reacti6ns 

0 - 0 The analysis of our K pn events, with V two -prong configuration, • 
,~3 . 

showed the existence of a Kn resonance, called K . The mass of this 

resonance was found to be 885±3 Mev with a full width of 16 Mev after 

unfolding experimental errors. Thi-s corresponds to a lifetime of approxi-
23 >:C 

mately 4Xl0- sec. The K resonance should display itself in our 
-0 -+ 0 0 . . K pn , K n n, and K n n events. We would expect sorrie of the KNn 

reactions to have been produced by the following two-step processes: 

- *-K +p-K +p 

*0 K- + p- K + N 

>):_ ·- 0 
K -K +n 

K*O- K- + n+ 

0 0 
-K + n. 

* 'rhe characteristic feature of the K reaction is that the nucleon 

has a fixed kinetic energy of 20±4 Mev in the K-p center-of-mass system. 

The distributions of the Kn masses for the K- pn° and K-n +N 

reactions are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The solid curves in· those figures 

represent the mass distribution predicted by phase space and normalized 

to the total number of events. The peak in the mass distributions inthe 

* two figures at 885 Mev indicates the presence of K event's in both of 

these reactions. The dashed phase-space curves in the two figures are 

normalized in the interval MK'IT < 835 Mev, and thus represent the three

body background. 

* To determine the number of K events, we took the number of 

events in the mass interval 885±30 Mev (the error on the Kn .mass ranges 

from about 10 to 30 Mev) and, using the dashed curves, subtracted the 

number of events due to the backgrOund. The result is 14±4 K*- -K- tn° 

and 19.:1:5 K*0 - K- + n+ events. These numbers correspond to cross 

sections of 0.48±0.14 mb and 0.64±0.17 mb, respectively (including cor- ~ 

rections of unmeasurable events). 
. * The isotopic spin of the K can be determined from the value of 

the branching ratio R, where 
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-· R = K*- - K- + n° 

*~ 0 -K -K +n 

"r . 
H the isotopic spin of the K is 1/2, R equals l/2; if the .isotopic spin 

is 3/2, R equals 2. In the analysis of our v0 two~prong events, we 
*- =>:C-found that the eros s section for K events, in which the K decays 

0 - 3 >:C- -
into K + n , was 0. 9:1:0.2 mb. Using the eros s section for K . events, 

·*- - 0 . . .in which K - K + 1T , we obtained a value for R of 0. 5±0. 2. We 

therefore concluded that the isotopic spin of the K* fs· l/2. This agree_s 

with an earlier preliminary analysis, which was also based on these 
. 1 . 3 two-prong 1ne ashe events. 

Since the K
0
nn° events cannot be fitted, it was not possible to 

obtain a Dalitz plot for this reaction. Thus we could not obtain information 
. *0. 0 0 

about the K n.reaction from our K nn events. 

The first pion -nucleon resonance (mass "" 1238 and Q = 90 Mev) 

could also effect these KNn reactions. Its presence would be indicated 

by a concentration of events_ along the horizontalrlines .onthe Dalitz.<plots, whe,re 

'r.K=90 Mev(se~ Figs .. ~ a'nd 10). No peakinginth.is region is obserV-ed, bU:Uhis is 

a rather wide resonance and would therefore be difficult to detect be-

cause of the background events and our limited statistics. 
0 In reference. 3, which contains the discussion of our K- +p-K +p+n 

* events, evidence was presented for the hypothesis that the K has spin 
*': 

less than two. This evidence was based on the assumption that the K N 

system is in a state of zero orbital angular momentum. There are two_ 

justifications for this assumption. One is that we are only 35 Mev above 

* * . the K N threshold; the other is that the K N angular distribution is con-

sistent with isotropy. If the assumption of S-wave production for the 
* 2 K N system is valid, the following relations involving cos 8 can be 

derived (see reference 3 for the method}: 
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cos
2e = 0.33 

0.20 <cos
2e <0.6o· 

2e cos > 0.429 

-.32-

for K,:, spin - 0 
:::::: 

for K spin = 1 
:::::: 

for K spin > 1 

::;t: 

Here 8 represents the angle in the K rest system that then 

meson makes with the .incident K- direction. Except for the S = 0 case, 

the exact value of cos
2e depends on the mixture of J = 5+1/2 and 

J = S-l/2 states in the K,:,N system (S is the spin of K,\ 
. - 0 - + 

In our K pn and K n N events, we had 21 and 29 events, 

respectively, in the K,:, peak, of which 14±4 of the 2·1 and 19±5 of the 
>): 

29 were K reactions. The angular distributions of the 21 and 29 events 

are both consistent with isotropy; this agrees with the hypothesis of an 
* 2 S- state K N system. We obtained the following results for cos 8: 

2 
cos e = o. 39±0.o7 - 0 for 21 K pTT events 

for 29 K- rr +N events, 

2 -0- - -
In reference 3 we had cos 8 = 0. 27 5±0. 05 for 26 K pTT events_ (22±2 

>:< 
were K events). 

K - 0 b d . ' pTT events can e average w1tn The value of cos 
2e for the 

-0- -
that for the K pn events of reference 3, since they are both examples 

-·-
of K-·-- + p reactions. The result is 0.3U:0.04. Thus taking either the 

K
0

prr- data alone or averaging it with the K-pn° data, we find a value 

for cos
2e which is three standard deviations from the value expected 

* for a K with a spin greater than one. Since the mixture of J = S+l/2 

and J = S - l/2 states could be different for the K>!<o:: 

reactions, we cannot average the values of cos 
2

(8) obtained from the two 
*- >:<Q reactions unless S = 0. Averaging the K and K data yields are-

sult, 0.36±0.3, which is consistent with S = Oo 
. 2 ~ -

From the value of cos 8 for the 26 K pn events, we concluded, 
'~ in reference 3, that the K probably does not have a spin greater than 

- - 0 - + one. Unfortunately, from; the results for the 21 K pn and the 29 K n n 
. ':< 

events, we cannot obtain any additional information about the K spin. 
. -0 -+ 0-

However, the addition of the K prr and K 11 n data to the K pn data 

does not alter the conclusion that the 
>:C 

K probably has a spin less than two. 
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- ;3.3-

>:< 
Using the branching ratios for the K (I=l), we calculated the 

- *- *~O cro.ss sections for K + p - K + p and K- + p -+ K + n. These 

cross sections, including corrections for unmeasurable events, are 
c . - 0 - + 

shown in Table VI. The eros s sections for K pTI , K TI n, and 
0 0 * . K nTI , includ:lng K events (and corrections for unmeasurable events) 

are also given in Table VI. 

. The total K-p cross section at 1.15 Bev/c, obtained by combining 

the results of references 2, 3, and 4 with the results of this paper, is 

45:1:2 mb. Table VI contains a summary of the eros s sections discus sed 

.in this paper. 

Table VI. . Summary of non hyperonic K- p interactions at 1.15 Bev / c 

-K p reaction Cross section 

K- +p 18.3±1.5 

K
0
+N 5.3:1:0.5 

:.:<_ 
1.35±003 K +p 

~rO 
K •+N 0.91±0.15 

K
0

+p+-rr 
oa 

1.0±0..4 

K- +-rr++n 
a 

2.1:1:0.5 
-- a 
K0 +n+TIO 1.3±0.3 

K0 +p+-rr-
a,b 

2.0±0.3 

a The KN-rr eros s sections include the * K events. 

b 0 -Data for K +p+TI reactions are from reference 3. 
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